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PART I. EPR STUDIES OF TETRASULFUR 
TETRANITRIDE IN SULFURIC ACID 

Steven A. Lipp, James J. Chang and William L .. Jolly 

-v.,. 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
and Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley 

California 

Abstract . ,. . 
The solutions f::lrmed by the dissolution of tetrasulfur tetranitride 

in sulfuric acid have been studied by electron paramagnetic resonance 

(epr) . The ma in radica 1 species, wh ich wa s determined from a transference 

study to be positively charged, has a five-line spectrum, due to two equi-

valent nitrogens, with g = 2.0109 and AN = 3:21 gauss. A study using 

sulfur-33 enriched S4N4 showed tha t the radica 1 contains two equiva lent 

sulfur a toms with AS = 8.9 gauss. The sp ectrum ha s been a ssigned to the 

+ 
radical S2N2. In 9ryfo sulfuric acid the five-line sp ectrum decays. to a 

spectrum containing three lines with rela tive intensities 1: 2 :'1. This 

spectrum has g = 2.0152 and a proton coupling constant of 1.05 gauss . 

A sulfur-33 coupling constant determined from weak satellite lines is 

AS = 8.5 gauss. The identity of this radical species is uncertain. 
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Introduction 
t ... • lit ......... _ ill 

.. The epr spectra of the solutions formed by the dissolution of S4N4 

in concentrated sulfuric acid were first reported by Chapman ani MasseyL 

in 1962. Freshly-prepared solutions gave a spectrum of five lines with 

an intensity ratio\of 1:2:3:2:1 and a separation of 3.32±.o4 gauss. This 

spectrum is consistent with a radical containing two equivalent ni trc:g en 

atoms. A transference study by Chapman and Massey showed that the spec ies 

+ was positively charged, and they suggested that the radical was SN
2 

• 

In a later study, McNeil, Murray, and Symons
2 

also observed the 

same five-line spectrum. They ca lcula ted spin populations from their 

observed hyperfine coupling constants, and concluded that there should 

be an appreciable spin popula tion on the sulfur atom. However, usirg 

the method of Walsh3 they predicted that SN
2 
+ would have a linear structure. 

They further predicted that there would be no spin population on the 

sulfur atan. Since the latter prediction was inconsistent with their 

calculated spin populations, they proposed that the observed radical was 

+ 
the cyclicS2N2 species. 

Botl~ group s of. researchers reported that· in 95% sulfuric ac id a 

three-line spectrum appeared as the five line spectrum decayed. These 

lines were reported to have an intensity ratio of 1:1:1 and a splitt ing 

of approximately 1 gauss. Such a spectrum is c ens istent with a radical 

·species containing only one nitrogen. Chapman and Massey were unable 

to determine the electrical charge of the species and proposed SN as a 

possible species. 
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We have further studied theesr spectra of these solutions to 

learn more about the na"L-ure of these radicals as well as their relative 

importance in the overall reaction of S4N4 w.lth sulfuric acid. 

• 

,~, 
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Two solvents were employed: concentrated sulfuric acid (Ba.ker and 

Adamson 95% reagent grade) and 100% sulfuric acid. The reactions were 

slightly different in these solvents. Sulfuric acid (100% H2 S04 unless 

otherwise specified) Jas prepared from Baker and Adamson reagent grade 

concentrated sulfuric acid and Ba.ker and Adamson reagent grade l:t% fuming 

sulfuric acid. The exact compos it ion of the solvent was adjus ted until 

a maximum in the freezing point was obtained. 

4 
The S4N4 was prepared by the method of Villena-Blanco and Jolly. 

The product was recrystallized from benzene until a constant melting 

point of 186° was obtained and then stored under vacuum until needed. 

Tetrasulfur tetranitride enriched in 33 S was also prepared for thes e 

experiments. Sulfur (48.6% 33S )" was obtained from Oak Ridge National 

Labora tory. Three mg. of sulfur wa s pIa ced in a conical 15 ml te st tu be 

equipped with. a standard taper joint. The tube was connected through a 

stopcock to a standard'vacuilm line and evacuated. Approximately 700 

torr of chlorine was placed in the tube and the stopcock was clored. Af,ter 

several hours all the solid sulfur was converted to volatile compounds, 

presumably a mixture of sulfur chlorides. The tube was placed in! a-112° 

bath, and all the excess chlorine was pumped off. Then 8.5 ml of carbon 

tetrachlciri de was condensed into the tube at -196°. The vessel was 

then filled with a nitrogen atmosphere, warmed to room temperature and 

disconnected'from the vacuum line. Purified ammonia .was immediately 

bUbbled through the solut ion. After four hours ,of bubbling, the carbon 

tet,rach16ride solutionwas filtered to remove all theamrnoniumch:Loride as 

II 
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well as most of the sulfur which are products of the reaction. The 

filtrate was evaporated to dryness and the product. S4N4 given no further 

purification. Several trial preparations with sulfur in natural abundance, 

checked by epr spectra, showed no radical impurities. 

The reactions were always run under vacuum. Usually the S4N4 was 

added slowly to H
2

S04 which was cooled to 0° in order to prevent any 

local overheating. With the 33 s4lif4 ,' the smaller sanple size made it 

more convenient to add the sulfuric acid to the S4N4' 

The polarity of the radicals was determined in a transference study 

using electrolysis in a celLwhich consisted of five compartments sepa-

rated by sintered glass discs. Solvent was placed in the four outer 

compartments, and the solution being studied was placed in the center 

compartment. For 9~ H
2

S04 5 V d.c. was applied, while for 100% H2S04 

15 V d.c. was needed in order to obtain a sufficient current. The charge 

ona species was deduced from the direct ion of migration as detected by 

the epr spectra. 

Epr measurements were made using a Varian v4502 epr spectrometer, 

equipped with a nine-inch Fieldial regulated magnet and 100 KHz field 

modulation and detection. For routine work, samples were held in a· 

qUartz flat cell (Varian v4548 aqueous solution sample cell). A v4531 

multipurpose cavity was used. 

Spectra were recorded both in analog form for routine analysis and 

in digital form for computer processing of the sp ectra. The spectra 

were digitized by atta ching a Honewell model S6114 automatic data loerging 

system to the spectrometer. This system consists of a frequency counter 
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(HP 5245L), a digital voltmeter (Honeywell-EI- Multimeter, model 630S), 

an output control unit; (Honeywell-EI model 825) and an incremental 

magnetic tape recorder (Kennedy, model 1400). A voltage-to-frequency 

converter (Vidar, model 240) was used to provide magnetic field infor-

mation from the x-axis transmitting potentiometer of the Fieldial unit. 

The magnetic field was calibrated using an nmr magnetometer. 

The digitized spectra were processed by computing a least squares 

fit to the spectra. With this process good values could be obtained for 

the linewidth, line position, and'intensity. The least squares technique 

is especially important in determining line intensities of unresolved 

lines which have different linewidths. Errors due to ba seline drift' 

and overlapped lines' are automa tically accounted for by the lineshape 

analysis. This technique is not subject to the errors (due to approximations) 

of the usual integration methods. 

Radical concentrations were determined by a comparison technique. A 

resonant cavity (Varian, v4534) was doped with ,a sample.of manganese(II) 

in magnesium oxide. The manganese reference standard, in a small capillary 

tube, was taped to the side of the resonant cavity so that it was in both 

the .microwave field and the modulation field. This sample gave epr signals 

which were resolved from those of the radical of interest. The manganese 

standard was calibrated wi tha sample of vanadyl acetylacetona te dissolved 

in dichloromethane and the radical spectra were compared with the manganese 

signals •. The epr signaliintensi ties were determined by a least squares, 

fit to the'digitized spectra. 

III 
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Results and Discussion 
#oNf.-;- .IM •• 'CI I Ii ,_ .. , , • • • .. • • ., .. 

The epr study of the reaction products of tetrasulfur tetranitride 

in 100% sulfuric acid produced the same spectrum as had previously 

been reported ;trom 95% sulfuric acid. This spectrum consisted of five 

lines with an intensity ratio of 1:2:3:2:1 (Fig. 1). The lines showed 

a trend in linewidth: the narrowest line was on the low-field side and 

the broadest line was on the higr .. field. This spectrum was fit using 

a modified version of the least-squares technique described by Bauder and 

Myers) Assuming a Lorentz lineshape with variable widths for the lines, 

and Ii sec~nd-order spin Hamiltonian, the r8dical was found to have g = 

2.0107 and a hyperfine coupling constant of 3.21 gauss. 

Further study of the spectrum revealed several very low-intensity lines 

i~ach less than 1% of the intensity of the major spectrum) which were 

symmetrically disposed about the major five-line spectrum. These lines, 

like the major five lines, showed distinct variations in linewidths from 

low to high field (Fig. 2). Moreover, the lines both on the low field 

side and on the high field side were separated by approximately the same 

splitting as the major lines. 

These low intensity lines appear to have the same g value as the five 

line spectrum and are believed to be due to 33 S in na tural abundance. 

Sulfur-33· has a nuclear spin I = 3/2; and is a stable isotope of 0.74% 

riaturalabundance. If these peaks are due to 33s, then, the number of 

sulfur atoms in the radical could,in principle, be determined by a compari-

son of the intensities of the satellite lines to the main lines.· How-

ever, an attempt to perform this comparison fa iled. The low intensity 

of the satellite lines compared with the main lines as well as the 
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variatibnin the linewidths, and the lack of resolution, made such a 

comparison very difficult. The relative intensi ties of the lines could 

not be determined with any precision. 

In order to establish the number of sulfur atoms in the radical, 

S4N4 enriched in 33 S was used. The spectrum resulting from the enriched 

sample is shlwn in Fig. 3. From this spectrum, it can be concluded that 

the radical must possess more than one sulfur. The hyperfine pattern 

is much too complicated for a species with only one sulfur at an. Because 

of the numbers of parameters required to describe the spectrum, the 

spectrum could not be fitted with a lea st squares technique . However, 

it was possible to simula te the spectrum quite closely by a ssuming a 

radical containing two equivalent sulfur atoms (see Fig. 4). The sulfur 

hyperfine coupling constant obtained is 8.9 gauss. 

The epr. studies have shown that the radical contains two equiva lent 

nitrogen and two equivalent sulfur atOllS. The concentration of the 

ra.dical was also determined from the epr studies. The solutions employed 

were approximately 0.001!i in S4N4' The spectrum was taken 40 minutes 

after the reaction began and the subsequent slow decay was observed. 

After 40 minutes theepr results showed that 0.27 radicals were produced 

per S4N4. If the deca.y is extrapolated back to zero time, the yield 

is increased to 0.28. Thus, its formation must be considered to be a 

reaction of reasonable importance. 

The species having the five-line spectrum can also be made from sulfur-

n:l.trogen C'umpounds other than S}+N4 . Chapman and Massey reported that 

they observed the sam e spectrum with S2N2' S4N2' S4N4H4' Co( S2N2H) 2 and 

S3N202 in concentrated sulfuric aCid.
l ,6 We have confirmed the results 

III 
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with S3N202 and have shown that, with S3N205 in 100% sulfuric acid, the 

same species is formed. Thus, it appears that the radical is a common 

decomposition product of many sulfur nitrogen compounds in sulfuric acid. 

All of these intial compounds have one thing in c arunon: alternating 

sulfur and nitrogen atoms. 

The charge of the five' line radical was checked by placing its solu-

tion in the center compartment of a five' compartment transference cell. 

A potential 0 f 15 V d. c. was applied for two hours with the ce II kept 

in a 10° bath. When the epr spectra of the three central compartments 

were examined it was found that the radical migrated preferentially 

toward the ,cathode. This confirmed the results of Chapman and Massey 

who: Sr.owed that the radical was positively charged. 

The epr determinations have shown that the radi.cal has two equivalent 

nitrogens and two equivalent sulfurs. However, this result cannot pre-

clude the possibility of a species containing oxygen, other non-equivalent 

sulfurs or even hydrogen having no appreciable free electron density. 

+ 
Even if there were only sulfur and nitrogen in the radical, SNNS and 

+ 
NSSN would satisfy the epr results, although they both require a rearrange-

ment of "S-N" fragments. However, the relative ease of formation from so 

many widely diver se compounds would indicate that its structure is most 

probably a ring of alternating sulfur and nitrogen atoms. 

Although the earlier investigators reported the' a'ppeai-"ance-of a three-

line spectrum when the' five-line spectrum decayed;,thethree;..lin'e spectrum 

WflS never observed when Sl+N4 was reacted with 100% sulfuric acid. How

ever, it was possible to produce the three-line spectrum (see Fig. 5) 

by using 95% sulfuric acid. The five-line species was completely con-
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verted to the three-line species after several weeks at room temperature 

or a couple of hours at 100°. Chapman and Massey reported that the 

spectrum had g = 2.016 with a coupling constant of a bout 1 gauss, and 

the lines had relative intensities of 1:1:1. On the basis of this they 

suggested that the species might be SN. 

However, the present work shows that the relative intensities are 

approximately 1:2-:1. These intensities are consistent with a species 

containing two equivalent hydrogen atoms. Furthermore, some very weak 

lines are present on both the low field and the high field sides of t re 

main three line spectrum. These lines are equidistant from the main 

lines and exhibit the same pattern. Thus, they are thought to arise 

from a 33S hyperfine interaction. The number of sulfur atoms in the 

radical species could not be determined because the signal intensities 

were too weak. The spectral parameters determined from a least squares 

fit to the spectrum were g = 2.0152, AH = 1.07 gauss, and AS = 8.5 

gauss. The spectral parameters for this species as well as the five 

line species are presented in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Hyperfine Coupling Constants and g-values for Radicals Derived 
from S4N4 

S4N4 in H2SO4 
g A a 

N 
A a 

H 
A a 

S Reference 

(five line) 2.011 3.32 1 
2.0112 3.20 2 
2.0109 3.21 8.9 this work 

S4N4 in H2SO4 
2.016 ca.l 1 

(three line- 2.0177 1.39 2 

Decomp. ) 2.0152 1.07 8.5 this work 

aHyperfine coupling constants are reported in gauss. 
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To further substantiate this interpretation of the three-line species, 

the dissolution was done in deuterated sulfuric acid. If the triplet 

spectrum is due to hyperfine interaction with protons, the spectrum result-

ingfrom deuteron interaction would, in principle, be a quintet, with one-

third the sprood of the three line spectrum. However, because the splitting 

would be smaller than the linewidth, the spectrum would consist of a single 

unresolved line. The dissolution produced the same five line spectrum as 

reported previously. However, when the five-line species decayed, the 

spectrum observed was a sin gle line with a width which was less than· the 

spreadef .the triplet spectrUm. Since the line does not have a Lorentz 

lineshape, it probably consists of unresolved hyperfine structure. These 

results establish that the three-line spectrum is caused by hyperfine 

interaction with two hydrogens. 

A solution of the species giving rise to the three line spectrum 

was placed in the center compartment of the five compartment transference 

cell. A potential of 5 V d.c. was applied for two hours. An examination 

of the three central compartments showed that the radical migrated to 

the cathode. This established that the species was positively charged as 

might be expected. 

The concentration of the three line species was determined by com-

parison with the same manganese internal standard used previously. The 

+ 
yield was less than 0.01 per S2N2 or less than 0.0028 per S4N4' The. 

growth of the three line species does appear to correlate with the decay 

.+ 
of S2N2 but from its very small yield L seems to be of a relative 

l.lt1import.ancc. 

'l'11t~r:C~ J'e'sult::; jIldicate t.hat the decomposition product contains two 

equivalent hydrogen atoms, at least one sulfur atom and is also positively 
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charged. The product probably contains oxygen, but it is unlikely that 
/'ol ,,-, 

it contains nitrogen. The high g-value and the small hydrogen coupling 

constant indicate that the radical is probably ... a 7T -radical. However, from 

., 
the available data it is impossible to determine its exact- composition and 

the identity of the spe!cies is open to speculation. 

III 

! 
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Sulfur-33 satellite lines in the epr spectrum of S2N2 
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Fig. 3. EPR spectrum of S enriched S4N4 in H2S04 
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Fig.' 4. Calculated epr spectrum of' 33 S enriched S2N2 + 
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Fig. 5. Three-line epr spectrum from S4N4 in concentrated H2S04 
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Ca lifornia 

Abstract 
•• I .. U i 

The stable reaction products of tetra sulfur tetrani tride with 

lOCf/o sulfuric acid have been studied by several amlytical techniques. 

The products are sulfur dicxide, sulfamic acid, varying amounts of bisul-

fate, disulfate arid ammonium ion, as well as an uncharacterized cation with 

an intense uvand complex visible absorption spectrum. It was not possi ble 

to determine a completely balanced equation. 

" 
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Introduction 

The chem:i,.stry of tetrasulfur tetranitride (S4N4) dates back to 

8 1. . 
135, when Gregory lsolated the compound from the reaction of disulfur 

dichloride with ammonia. Since then, many researchers have.studied 

this parent compound and its large family of derivatives.
2 

Goehring and her co-workers3 have reported the preparation of 

sulfur trioxide adducts of S4N4. Depending on the ratio of reactants, 

either S4N4·2S03 or S4N4·4S03 can be formed. When excess sulfur tri

oxide is used, the sulfur nitride complex is oxidized to S3N205 and 

sulfur dioxide is evolved. Subsequent hydrolysis yields additional 

sulfur dioxide as well as ammonia, sulfuric acid and sulfamic acid. 

The homogeneous acid hydrolysis of S4N4 has been reported to 

proceed bya different route. . 4 .. t Nalr and Murthy, uSlng dloxane tha was 

4 ~ in acid as solvent, were able to study the hydrolysis products 

without resorting to.a heterogeneous medium. 5 Their results showed 

that all the nitrogen ended up as ammonia. The sulfur, on the other 

hand, ended up as varying non-stoichiometric amounts of sulfur dioxide, 

hydrogen sulfide and elemental sulfur. 

The stoichiometry of the reaction of S4N4 with sulfuric acid might 

be expected to be intermediate between those of the two aforementioned 

reactions 0 The reaction of S4N4 with concentrated sulfuric acid was 

first reported by Chapman and Massey, 6 who observed two radical species 

iIi . solution. The study by Lipp, Chang, and Jolly7 showed that, in 

100% sulfuric acid, only one of the radicals was formed. The species 

was shown to be S2~ +, probably in the form of a ring of alternating 

sulfur and nitrogen atoms. 
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Sulfuric acid is known to be a stabilizing solvent for many re-

active species which are unstable in aqueous solution. These would 

, + 8+ 9 2+ 10 
lnclude NO ,. N02 ,Se4' as well as scores of aromatic radical 

t ' 11 ca lons. The use of sulfuric acid as the solvent as well as a 

reactant in this study might allow1 for the stabilization of several 
1 

unusual and otherwise unattainable products. It was with this in 

mind that a study of the total net reaction of tetrasulfur tetranitride 

with sulfuric acid was begun in this laboratory. 

In order to systematically investigate the S4N4-H2S04 reaction, 

100% sUlfuric acid was used as the solvent instead of ordinary con-

centrated (95%) sulfuric acid. More methods of analysis vJould thus be 

applicable, and a fuller understanding of the reaction would be pos-

sible. The analytical procedures employed successfully included esr, 

nmr, conductivity, cryoscopy, uv-visible spectroscopy as well as 

classical chemical analysis. 

"I 
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]I'.x:gerimental .. II.... . . 
~_~~~~l.- The 100% sulfuric acid (written as just H2S04- any other 

concentrations will be specified) was prepared from concentrated 

H2S04 (95%) Baker and P,damson Reagent Grade plus i5% fuming H2S04 

Baker and Adamson Reagent Grade. The solution was first adjusted to 

12 the point 'where fuming just stops by the "fair and foggy" method. 

Exactly 100% was obtained by a readjustment with either slightly 

aqueous or slightly fwning H2S04' The exact point was established by 

using the maximum freezing point as the end point indicator. 13 The 

method of determining freezing point will be explained in the section 

on cryoscopy. 

The S4 N4 used was prepared by the method of Villena-Blanco and, 

14 
Jolly. The S4N4 was recrystallized from benzene until the melting 

point leveled off at 186°. The product was then stored under vacuum 

until needed. 

The reactions of S4N4 'with H2S04 usually were studied on a standard 

vacuum line. 

added from a tipping side-arm. The reaction was quite exothermic. In 

order to prevent local heating the solution was stirred with a magnetic 

stirrer and kept in an ice bath as long as there was evidence of reac-

tion. 

C0.nd;q,c.t.i;:~~. - It has been shown by, Gillespie et al. 15 that very ac-

curate determinations of the bisulfate ion concentration in H2S04 can 

be achieved by conductivity measurement. The ionic mobility of bi

sulfate ion is so much higher than that of any other' species16 that 

the conductance can be considered to be a measure of just that ion's 

concentration. 

\' 

, .. ' 
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The conductivity cell (Fig. 1)· used in this study was of the b3.sic 

design of Gillespie. 17 The solutions were maintained under an atmosphere of 

dry nitrogen and the cell was placed in a thermostatted bath at 25±.005°. 

The measurements were made with an a.c. Wheatstone Bridge using a 1000 cps 

oscillator as the signal source and a Tektronix Type 532 oscilloscope as 

the balance point detector. A balance point to better than 1 obm in 

2,500 obms could be obtained. 

The cell was calibrated with Reagent Grade ammonium sulfate. First 

a known amount of ~S04 was added to the cell from a weight buret, and 

the conductivity was measured. Then a known amount of ammonium sulfate 

was added from the side arm. When the ammonium sulfate had completely 

dissolved, the conductivity was again measured. FUrther aliquots of 

H2S04 were added, and, after mixing, the conductivity of the solution 

was measured. 

A plot of ammonium sulfate concentration versus conductivity was 

then drawn. The process was repeated twice more for overlapping ranges 

of concentration to check the reproducibility and to extend the con-

centration range. The results of overlapping runs were consistent to 

better than 0.2%. The concentrations of bisulfate ion in the S4N4 

solutions used in this study were determined by measuring the conduc-

tivity'of the solution and noting the appropriate bisulfate ion 

concentrations that would give those conductivities. The calibration 

plot is shown on Fig. 2. 

Cr~~c?~.- The freezing point depression method has been shown by 

Gillespieet al. 18 to be a very accurate method for determining the 

total concentration of all species in H2S04 solutions. The cryoscopic 
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segments of the curve. . These segments correspond to the temperature 

regions in which the liquid is in contact with the solid ~804 and 

in which the solid is completely melted. An example of such a plot is 

shown in Fig. 4. 

The freezing point of the pure sulfuric acid was found to be 

10.409° and was reproducible to ±0.002°. The quartz thermometer used 

in this study was very accurate for relative temperatures over a small 

range, but was not as precise for the true temperature. Therefore, 

the freezing point used to calculate the freezing point depression was 

the one determined in this study rather than the reported value of 

The total number of species in solution was then calculated using 

the method of Gillespie. 18 

v = 8(1+.0028 )/(6.12xmsr-md/ms 

where v = total moles of species in solution per .IDole of solute 

8 = freezing point depression (from ideal undissociated 

value which is 0.245° higher than true freezing point 

o fpure 112 804 ). 

mS stoichiometric concentration of solute in mole/kg of 

solvent, 

IDd = total concentration of self-dissociation species (~O, 

+ + ) H30 , H , ~8207 

md Values were determined from the tables in Bass, Gillespie and 

Robinson18 froID the known concentration of H804- in the solution. 

NMR.- The rtmr measurements were all made using a Varian A-60 spectrom-

eter. To calibrate the intensity of the signals it was necessary to 
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employ an internal standard. Our choice was [Co (NH
3

)6 J2 [s04 h which 

is soluble in ~S04 and which gives one moderately sharp peak. The 

[Co(NH3)6J2 [S04J3 was itself calibrated with purified (NH4)2S04 as a 

check on the accuracy of the method. The results consistently showed 

less than 2% error. 

UV-Visible.- The uv and visible spectroscopy were performed on a Cary 
I ......... • oW 

14 spectrophotometer using quartz cells. Various path lengths from 

0.1 nun to 5 cm were used in order to maintain reasonable absorption 

for a wide range of absorbances. 

Ionic Polarity.- In order to determine the polarity of the species in 
... • ..... ..... , It • 

solution, an electrolysis cell was employed. The cell, shown in 

Fig. 5, contained five compartments separated by medium-porosity glass 

frits. Solvent was placed in the four outer compartments and the 

solution being studied in the center. 

A d.c. potential of 15 volts was applied across the cell for 

several hours. It was found necessary to have a five-compartment cell 

'because the solution turned cloudy at the electrodes. The cell was 

kept in a cold water bath to prevent decomposition of the solution. 

By examining the three central compartments the charge on the species 

in question could be deduced by observing with uv-visible spectroscopy 

tbe direction in which it preferentially migrated • 
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Rermlt3 .. , .... 
General. - When S4N4 and H2S04 were mixed under vacuum, gas evolution 

•• _ d' • 

began immedia. tely. This gas was ident ified by ir and mass spectrometry 

as pure sulfur dioxide. When the solution vla:3 kept at room temperature 

or below, the sulfur dioxide was evolved slowly, and, after a' few hours or 

a few days, depending on the concentration of S4N4' the amount of sUl

fUr dioxide condensed invariably leveled off at 2.00±0.02 moles per mole 

of S4N4' The final ratio was the same r~gardless of the concentration, 

as long as there was sufficient H2S04 to react with all the S4N4' 

When a sample of S4N4 enriched in 33 S to the extent of 48.6% was 

treated with sulfuric acid, the resulting sulfUr dioxide shoVJed that it 

came completely from the S4N4' The sulfur ratios were determined ona 

C.E.C. Model 21-620 mass spectrometer, and the results showed no deviation 

between the 33 S/ 32S ratio in S4N4 and. in resulting sulfur dioxide. 

* In fairly concentrated solutions (above 0.01 mole/kg of solvent ) 

in S4N4 a fine precipitate was fqrmed. The precipitate was isolated 

and shown to be sulfamic aCid (NH
3

S0
3
). The determination of the totai 

amount of sulfamic acid precipitated was accomplished by a st andard 

Kjeldahl analysis. Several test runs were done to show that the nitrogen 

in the sulfamic acid Wa:3 quantitatively converted to ammonium ions when 

the acid was heated with concentrated sulfuric acid. 

The solutions from which the sulfamic acid precipitate was isola ted 

and analyzed were all prepared as approximately 0.15 molal in S4N4' 

* Most concentrations used in this study are molal (moles/kg ,of solvent) 

and abbreviated as m. 

.. 
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The results varied from 1.40 to 1.46 NH
3

S0
3
/S4N4 as can.be seen on 

Table' I. 

Analysis of 

Concentration of S4N4 
(molal) 

0.159 

0.145 

0.153 

0.151 

Table I 

NH
3

S0
3 

by Kjedahl 

NH
3

S0
3
/S4N4 

1.40 

1.45 

1.40 

1.41 

Method 

NH
3

S0
3
/S4N4 solubility 

corrected 

1.47 

1.51 

1.47 

1.47 

Since a precipitate was formed when a solution of greater than 

0.01 molal in S4N4 was prepare~ a limit on the sulfamic acid solubility 

can be set. The solubility correction of 0.01 molal when applied to 

the sulfamic acid precipitate shows a very high reproducibility. Thus, 

within the limits of experimental error the amount of sulfamic acid 

formed can be set at 1.49±0.02 moles of ~S03 per mole of S4N4,. 

A small amount of elemental sulfur was always produced in these 

concentrated solutions. It had no appreciable solubility in sulfuric 

acid and was collected with the sulfamic acid precipitate. Water 

washings removed all the sulfamic acid and the weighed residue gave 

approximately 0.15 moles of sulfur per mole of S4N4' 

NMR;- The nmr spectrum of the solution of reaction products after the ---
sulfamic acid was filtered consisted of a triplet at 9.3 ppm downfield 

from TMSwith a splitting of 53 cycles assignable to ammonium ion. 

When the spectrum was taken shortly after the reaction had begun a 

very broad triplet could be seen. The broadening was due to the 

presence of the paramagnetic species S2~ + in solution. As the radical 

'" 
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decomposed the nmr signal sharpened considerably until it had a width 

at half height of approximately 4 cps, which is almost as sharp as the 

ammonium ion signal in pure sulfuric acid. 

The intensity of the signal was determined by using [co(NH
3

)6]2(S04)3 

as an internal standard. The CO(NH
3

)63+ gives a single absorption at 

3.5 ppm with a halfwidth of 10 cps. Eight separate integrations were 

.taken of each peak and the average of the ammonium ion peak integrations 

3+ 
were compared to those for the known concentration of cO(~)6 • 

The ammonium ion concentrations determined by this method showed 

a rather large variation between consecutive reactions. The results 

are tabulated on Table II. 

Table II 

Analysis OfNH4+ by nmr 

Concentrations s4N4(m) 

0.1434 

.0.1512 

0.1530 

0.159 

00170 

0.333 

NH4+js4N4 

1.20 

1.32 

1.56 

1.45 

1.50 

1.43 

There appears to be no trend in the data, and the wide variations in 

the results cannot be attributed to experimental error, which is ap-

proximately ±510. 

The fact that there is a reasonably large variation in the results 

between runs must be attributed to a general non-reproducibility of the 

reaction stoichiometry. There are probably two decomposition reactions 

taking place simultaneously, and variations in the rate of each reaction 
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can cause measurable shifts in the concentrations of the species being 

measured. 

on solutions of various concentrations ranging fran 0 • .012 m to 0.16 m 

in S4N4' For solutions less than 0.02 m the number of moles of HS04 

in solution per mole of S4N4 added ranged from 0.94 to 1.00. At higher 

concentrations the relative yield of HS04 decreased quite markedly. 

At the highest concentration the mole ratio was as low as 0.52, with 

intermediate values showing a consistent trend in the HS04 in solution. 

These HS04 -jS4N4 ratios can be shifted by simply diluting the solu

tion with sulfuric acid. By dilution from 0.15 m to 0.036 m the HS04-js4N4 

ratio waS shifted from 0.527 to 0.916. This confirmed the previous ob-

servations for reactions in dilute solutions. 

For many of the above-mentioned solutions cryoscopic and conductivity 

measurements were performed simultaneously. The absolute change upon 

dilution was much larger for the total number of species than for bisulfate. 

They both have higher relative yields per S4N4 at lower concentrations, 

but the different extent in their variations can rule out a simple ionic 

association as being the major factor. Over the sixfold change in 

concentration, the total number of species in solution chan08d from approxi-

mately 4.3 to 5.1. At intermediate concentrations a consistent progression 

was observed, as shown by the data in the third column of Table III. 

1 II 

i 
,'1 

./ 
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Table III 

Conductivity and Cryoscopy Results 

Concentration S4N4 HS04+/S4N4 Total number of 
(molal) species per S4N4 

0.1434 0.533 4.38 

0.0482 0.782 4.85 

0.1512 0.527 4.33 

0.0501 0.744 1+.94 

0.0260 0.916 5.10 

0.1530 0.529 4.38 

0.0519 0.738 4.97 

0.0257 0.870 5.20 

At high concentrations the results are very consistent, but there 

is some scatter upon successive dilutions. At these low concentrations 

the percentage error increases, which could account for some of the 

divergence. However, the overall decreases at higher concentrations 

cannot be simply explained. 

The HS04 - /S4N4 ratio of about 0.5 is considerably smaller than the 

NH4+/S4N4 ratio of approximately 1.4. Clearly an additional anion must 

be present in solution to balance the charge of the ammonium ion, not 

to mention any additional positivE;ly charged species which might also 

be present. 

This anion must be the conjugate base of an acid as strong as, if 

not stronger than, H2S04. The only probable one, noting the stoichi-

ometric restrictions, is HS20
7
-, the conjugate base of disulfuric acid 

(H2S207). If HS20
7

- were present, it would exist in equilibrium with 

HS04 ' and only upon addition of water to the solution would it show 
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any special reactivity which would allow its presence to be detected'. 

This reaction would b~e: 

I 

The addition of water should increase the HS0
4 

. concentration but should 

have no effect on the total number of solute species to the extent that 

the reaction proceeded to the right. Thus, by determining the melting 

point of the solution upon successive additions of small increments 

of water, . a cryoscopic titration could be performed. Provided the re-

action proceeded quantitatively according to the above expression, a 

break point would be expected when added ~O == initial HS20
7 

' and the 

melting point would immediately fall sharply with successive water in-

crements. If no HS20
7 

were present the freezing point would be ex

pected to drop sharply upon the first "later addition. 

When water (in the form of concentrated ~S04) was added to the 

solutions of S4N4 in ~S04' a rather unexpected result was obtained. 

The melting point of the solution rose rather sharply, leveled off at 

a maximum and then decreased upon further addition of water. A plot 

of m.p. vs added ~O for one of these titrations is shown on Fig. 6. 

The maximum m.p. in this case corresponded to 1.3 moles of water added 

per mole of S4N4 initially usedo The solution used for the titration 

was 10.67 ~ (moles of water per liter of solution). 

The shape of the titration curve could however be explained by 

the presence of disulfuric acid (H2S207) in equilibrium with its 

conjugate base according to equilibrium expression (.A).
18 

(A) 

If a significant amount of ~S207 was present the melting point would 

," 
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rise upon adding water. This would be due to the net decrease in 

species as disulfuric acid and water reacted to form solvent sulfuric 

acid. 

Assuming that there is no ion pairing in these solutions, and 

using the measured values of the HS04- concentration at two different 

dilutions it is possible to calculate the concentrations of all the 

self-dissociation species. The four independent equilibria18 are 

given below: 

(A) 

(B) 

+ 
H2 S207" .. H + HS207 

H2O + H2S04· .. l)0+ + HS04 '" 

(c) 2H2S04:;"==.~" H
3

0+ + HS2 07-

(D) H2S04" .. H+ + HS0
4 

+ 

Provided the equilibrium constants are known, the concentration of each· 

species can be determined. It is then possible to calculate· the net 

change in each of these species upon subsequent additions of water and 

thus determine what the theoretical titration curve shoUld look like. 

There are only two assumptions made in these calculations. First, that 

there is no ion pairing .and second, that only the four equilibria (A, 

B, C, and D) are involved. The concentrations of two species are deter-

mined by iterative calculations, and from these values the concentration 

of 'every other self dissociation species can be calcUlated. 

On Fig. 7 the experimental points (corrected for the volume change) -

are plotted. The dotted line is the titration curve expected using 

the equilibrium constant values of Gillespie et al.
21 

(which are 

= 1 .• 4 >< -2 / 10 mole kg, KB 
, . - -5 22 

= 1 mole/kg, KC = 3.5 xlO mole/kg, 

~ = 1.7 X 
-4 2/ 2) 10 mole kg • When these constants are used in the 
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calculations there is a very poor fit to the experimental points. In 

addition, the calculated value of the disulfate ion concentration is so 

low that still another anion would be needed to maintain charge neutrality. 

If indeed there is no ion pairing, then the equilibrium constants 

must be considerably different for these complex solutions. Judicious 

choice of constants would allow several close approximations to the 

t~tration curve. If however, an additional constraint is placed such 

that the remaining species left in solution are all of unit positive 

charge then the fit gives essentially one solution. Slight shifts in 

the constants that give equally good fits to the curve also give almost 

identical concentrations of each species. 

An example of the calculated change in melting point upon addition 

of water is shown by the solid line in Fig., 7. This represents the 

best fit obtained to the experimental points. However, it was found 

necessary to change the constant for equilibrium B by a considerable 

amount in order to obtain this result. A value of ~ 0.004 moles/kg 

was used instead of the literature value of 1 mole/kg. The other 

·-3 constants were KA = 3 X 10 ,KC -5 -5 
= 1 X 10 ,and ~ = 3. 5 XIO • 

If· limitations are set on the deviations from the accepted valu.es 

of the constants then a close approximation to the titration curve 

becomes impossible. An example of an attempt, trying to fit the ex

perimental values by this means is shown on Fig. 8 as the dashed' line • 

The constants used for this calculation were K = 7 X 10-3, A 
-4 -4 

KC == 2 X 10 ,~= 1. 7 X 10 • 

~ = 0.2, 

In order to determine the va1idit;r of the method of calculating 

the titration curve a check was made. Disodium hydrogen pyrophosphate 

,I 



(Na2~P207) has been shown
22 

to react with sulfuric acid according the 

expression: 

Na2~P207 + 5~S04 -) 2Na+ + 2P(OH)4+ + 3HS04- + HS20
7

-

Concentrations high enough to maintain what was felt to be a comparable 

H~07 - concentration caused a very large and not easily manageable 

freezing point depression. It was therefore decided to use sodium 

metaphosphate trimer (Nap0
3

)3 which was shown in this study to have an 

equivalent reaction. 

NaP0
3 

+ 3H2S04 ~ Na+ + P(OH)4+ + HS04- + HS20
7

-

At 0.1415 molal in NaP0
3 

the HS04- concentration and the total moles 

per mole of solute were 0.982 and 3.8 respectively. 'fuus the reaction 

does proceed essentially as written above. 

Thesolu-J:;ion of sodium metaphosphate was treated in the same 

manner as the solutions of S4N4 in sulfuric acid. A cryoscopic titra

tion was performed using the same water solution (10. 67 ~) and the 

resulting titration curve is shown on Fig. 8. The points are the ex-

perimental data. If the initial slope and the final slope are 

extrapolated they intercept at 0.96 waters per sodiummetaphosphate. 

Employing a similar calculation technique as before a theoretical 

curve can be determined. The heavy line in Fig. 8 represents such a 

curve assuming no ion pairing and us ing the accepted equilibrium 

constants. The theoretical curve shows an initial increase while the 

experimental show a slight decrease. However, the extrapolation of the 

initial and final slopes does give the same value of 0.96 waters per 

sodium metaphosphate. 
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+ The stability of p( OH)4 in sulfuric acid is not known. Its 

dissociation might be dependent upon the acid strength of the solution 

and thus it might be dissociated as water is added. In this manner the 

intercept would be the same but both the slopes would be lower, as is 

observed. No attempt was made to approximate the experimental fit 

more closely. The use of Gillespie's constants showed a reasonable 

approximation considering the uncertain nature of the solution. This 

fact points to the necessity of attributing many of the observed effects 

in the S4N4 solutions to ion pairing or a similar type of ion associa-

tion. 

The major problem with calculating ion pairing effects is that 

the known species show no tendency to ion pair at these concentrations. 

I 

A solution of ammonium bisulfate of comparable concentration was pre-

pared from ammonium sulfate in sulfuric acid. Cryoscopy showed that 

there were 3.99 total species produced per mole of ammonium sulfate. 

'rhe conductivity is calibrated with ammonium sulfate which presupposes 

the complete dissociation 'in the concentration range of interest. Thus, 

to the limits of the techniques employed there was no ion pairing by 

the ammonium and bisulfate ions. 

The Kjeldahl analysis for sulfamic acid (1. 49 NH
3

S0
3
/S4N4 ) and 

the nmr analysis (1.2-1.6 NH4 + /S4N4) for ammonium ion can account for 

between 2.7 to 3.1 nitrogens per S4N4. Thus there is still 0.9 to 

1.3 moles of nitrogen per mole of S4N4 as yet unaccounted for. When 

+ these analyses were performed the radical S2N2 produced by this 

reaction had decayed essentially to zero so the nitrogen must be in 

solution in a different ~orm. In order to obtain some information about 

these species some spectroscopic investigations were initiated. 

ill 
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"CJi{.-.~i.s.ipl.e ... SJ2.e~.t.ro.s.c .. O&. - A freshly-made solution of S4N4 in sulfuric 
I 

acid is bright canary-yellow; after about an hour the color fades to a 
t· 

pale orange. It was felt that a study of the uv-visible absorption 

might help to identify the various species in solution. 

Inunediately after mixing the reactants, a rather complex spectrum 
o 

is observede There is a broad peak at 4560 A, a multiplet centered 
o 0 

around 4000 A, an intense absorption at 3260 A, and an extremely in-
. 0 

tense absorption at 2140 A. 
o 0 

The peaks at 4560 A and 3260 A both 

decay rapidly according to first-order rate laws. Their respective 
o 

half lives are 22 minutes and 40 minutes. As the peak at 3260 A decays, 
Q 

a shoulder at 3510 A becomes apparent, and the latter peak decays by 

first-order kinetics with a half-life of 48 hours. These absorptions 

always show first-order decay; however, the half-times vary with the 

reaction condition. When the sample is not continuously evacuated to 

remove all evolved sulfur dioxide, the half-lives are those reported. 

However, when evacuated, the bands decay much more rapidly. It is hard 
o 0 

to observe the peaks at 3260 A and 4560 A after extensive pumping be-

cause of their more rapid decay rates. After two days of pumping, the 
o 

peak at 3510 A is completely gone, whereas an unevacuated sample had 

a two-day half-life. 

The effect of sulfur dioxide in the reactions has not been in-

vestigated, and the exact nature of the transient species corresponding 

to the absorption bands has not been determined. The absorptions at 
o 0 

3260 A and 4560 A could very well be due to S4 N4 or an adduct of S4N4 

with H2S04 where the S4N4 ring was still intact. S4N4 in an inert 

solvent like CC14 or decane shows one very intense absorption at 
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o 

2560 A, hut it might shift considerably in a highly polar solvent 

such as sulfuric acid. 

The spectrum remaining after four days of pumping on a sample 

is shown in Fig. 9. The multiplet in the visible region and the 

single peak in the uv region always appear together in the same ratio 

and show no further change on standing. Assuming that the absorption 
i 

corresponds to one species per S4N4 the maximum extinction coefficient 

8 -1 -1 in the visible is 5 and in the uv 27,000 1 mole em 

The stable spectrum did not correspond to any reported species. 

However, the appearance of the splitting in the visible spectrum is 

quite unexpected in such a highly polar and highly hydrogen-bonding 

solvent. The greater orientation of solvent molecules in highly polar 

solvents tends to obscure vibrational fine structure. 31 However, the 

spectrum of nitrous acid in aqueous sulfuric acid, shown in Fig. 10, 

shows some resemblances. The multiplet and the intense singlet have 
. + 

been assigned to HONO and NO respectively. By adjusting the sulfuric 

acid concentration, the relative concentrations of these two species 

can be altered by shifting the following equilibrium:23 

+ + 
HONO + H .-- NO + ~ 0 

At sulfuric acid concentrations abov€ 70%, essentially all of the 

+ nitrous acid is converted to NO • 

The nature of these species might be accertainable by comparison 

of the visible spectrum to that of HONO. The fact that they both 

show the same type of splitting in a solvent which has such a high 

dielectric strength already makes them exceptional. The splitting 

-1 24 
bet.ween the two lowflst.-encrgy pi-oaks in HONl; is 1015 em· . Herzberg 

III 

I 
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has pointed out that this frequency corresponds closely to the lowest-

8 -1 
energy vibration of free NO at 95 cm Thus he decided that HONO 

acts as a pseudo diatomic molecule in its vibrational motion. 

The splitting between the two lowest-energy peaks in the solution 

8 -1 under study is 5 0 cm • This corresponds rather well with the lowest 

frequency vibration of free NS. NS is not a stable molecule, but the 

lowest-energy vibrational splitting determined from its emission spec-

trum is 610 
-1 25 

cm • This close similarity suggests that the species 

under study contains an NS terminal group. In which case what is 

observed is the vibrational motion of a pseudo diatomic NS. 

If the reaction of S4N4 with sulfuric acid produced sulfur analogues 

+ + 
of HOND and NO such as HONS and NS they would be expected to show .. a 

similar shift upon changing the sulfuric acid concentration. Whenthe 

sulfuric acid strength was varied from 95% sulfuric acid to 15% fuming 

sulfuric acid there was only a 5% shift in the relative absorptions. 

Over this range both the water activity and hydrogen ion activity 

change by several ord~rs of magnitude
26 

and the relative intensities 

would be expected to reflect this change. The shift that we do see, 

slightly favoring the visible species in the more aqueous solvent,' 

could be caused by a change in the extinction coefficient when we 

alter the properties of the solvent. 

To check if a different equilibrium was involved in this system, 

just the bisulfate concentration was altered. When ~ twenty-fold 

excess of ammonium sulfate was added to the solution in 100% sulfuric 

acid, the ratio of the two absorptions changed only by a· few percent. 

This result again could be accounted for by a change in the nature of 

the solvent. 
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Upon adjusting the temperature of the cell compartment from 5° to 

40°, a change in the peak intensities would be observed if the peaks 

were due to two species in equilibrium and they had a non-zero heat of 

reaction. In this case there was essentially no shift in the relative 

peak heights over the entire .temperature range. Thus, the two absorp-

° ° tions at 2140 A and 4000 A appear to be due to a single species in 

solution. 

To check on the possibility of a single sulfur-nitrogen species 

having two such absorptions, the gas-phase electronic spectrum of 

NSCI was obtained. Solid S3N3C13 exists in equilibrium vlith the gaseous 

monomer NSCl. S3N3C13 was prepared according to the method of Schroder 

and Glemser by the reaction of C12 with S4N4. The product was re-

crystallized twice from CC14 and gave a sharp melting point at 89° 

( . ° 28 8029) 11. terature 91, 9 • A sample was transferred to a 2-cm quartz 

cell equipped with a ball joint. The cell was attached to a standard 

vacuum line, evacuated, and then sealed off. At room temperature (23°) 

° the spectrum consisted of only one very strong peak at 2140 A. The 

intensity of the absorption increased with time until the equilibrium 

vapor pressure was reached. By this time the peak was well off scale on 

the Cary 14 spectrophotometer. At 5° its absorbance .stabilized at 

2.33 a,nd it's extinction coefficient vias calculated to be 11,300. As 

the temperature was raised, many sharp, weak absorptions appeared in 

° the range 3600-4900 A. At 60° at least 50 distinct absorptions with 

recurrent splittings could be seen (see appendix). 

A gas phase sample might be expected to show many more vibrational 

splittings than a species in solution. 31 The fact that the solution 

'"II III 
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spectrum and NSCl gas both exhibit an intense absorption peak at the 

same wavelength in the uv and a complex multiplet in the visible sup-

ports the idea that one species containing an NS terminal group could 

account :for both. The exact :formulation cannot o:f course, be deter-

mined by this analogy. 

Ionic Polarity.- The solution was placed in the central compartment of 
, ................ M 0IIII 

a five-compartment transference. cell for a determination of the polarity 

of the species. Fifteen volts d.c. was applied for two hours with the 

cell, in a 10° bath. The solutions from each compartment were then 

examined by uv-visible spectroscopy. The species was found to migrate 

to the cathode (negative electrode), and the relative intensities of 

the absorptions remained the same. This result established that the 

species is i·n fact positively charged, as would be expected in such a 

solution. 

I,S9~~~~P.;f\-~t~~t.s. - Several attempts were made to isolate the cation 

from solution. When the sulfuric acid concentration is lowered to 95% 

or less the species slowly decomposes. When the solution is mixed with 

excess water, hydrogen sulfide is evolved and sulfur is precipitated. 

Above 40° the species starts to decompose so that evaporation of the 

solvent (boiling point 310°) was infeasible. 

Attempts were made to precipitate the species as a salt by 

saturating the solution with salts o:f suitable anions. Very few stable 

anions exist in 100% sulfuric acid at high concentrations~ Among the 

. few that do are: HS04 -, HS20
7 
-, and B(HS04 )4- (the last formed from 

H3B03 in sulfuric acid30 ). Solutions saturated with salts of each of 

these ions were added to concentrated S4N4 solutions, but in no case 

. was any salt precipitated. 

.> 
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Attempts were made to precipitate the species by lowering the di

electric strength of the solvent. Sulfuryl chloride {SOC12) and nitro

methane (CH
3

N02 ) are both non-electrolytes, but up to their solubility 

limits there was no sign of precipitation (CH
3

N02 does not ionize in 

sulfuric acid but it does react very slowly). 

Even ion exchange chromatography was tried. When Dowex 50 resin 

is washed several times with sulfuric acid, the water is exchanged and 

the resin contracts. If the resin in the sulfuric acid form is em:-

ployed it shows no selectivity for any of the species and the solution 

passes straight through the column. 

The rapid decomposition of the reaction product when excess water 

was added indicated that it might be reactive enough to form derivatives 

in the sulfuric acid solution. When benzene was mixed with concen-

trated solutions from the reaction of S4N4 in sulfuric acid a red

violet solution was ,formed in the sulfuric acid phase. Upon the slow 

addition of water or methanol to the cooled solution, there was no 

decomposition to hydrogen sulfide, the color disappeared and a pre

cipitatewas formed. 

After the precipitate was washed and vacuum dried it became ob

viousthat it was a mixture of several species. Successive washings 

with hot dichloromethane removed most of one or more components, how

ever, all the nitrogen containing species were insoluble. It was not 

possible to purify the remaining solid because it was soluble only in 

sulfuric acid (giving a green solution). Successive precipitations 

from sulfuric acid left a solid which melted at approximately 280
0 

and from elemental analys is, contained only 1. 3% nitrogen. 

III 
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Similar reactions yielding highly colored solution~ were observed 

with toluene, chloro-benzene J and para-xylene. As in the case with 

the benzene products, isolation attempts were unsuccessful. Thus it 

appears that the unknown species in solution is a very reactive elec-

. trophile, but its identification has been shown to be very difficult. 

Isolation of a pure· derivative would help to prove the identity of this 

unknown product. Until then all procedures to establish its identity 

and concentration must be made by deduction and indirect measurements. 
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Discussion ........ ... 

A 'compilation of the analytical data is rather confusing. The, 

only invariant quantity was the amount of sulfur di;xide evolved (2 per 

S4N4)' The amount of NH
3

S0
3 

produced (1.5 per S4N4) was determined over 

a rather limited concentration range. There is no simple explanation for 

the large changes in the bisulfate concentration upon dilution and the 

total number of species. The changes as well as the shape of the cryo-

i 
scopic titration curve can be explained, but it requires a complex re-

evaluation of equilibrium constants and/or extensive ion interactions. 

The uv spectrum shows that there is a species in solution at high 

concentration. If, for example, there were only 0.5 of this species 

produced per S4N4' the extinction coefficient would be 54,000 - a value 

which is almost unreasonabiy high. This species surely contains sulfur 

and nitrogen; it is positively charged, and it must be a major product 

of the reaction. If the results of the curve-fitting are used, a re:ason-

able reaction expression can be written. 

+ 
. S4N4 + 6.S H2S04 ~ 2 S02 + 1.5 msS03 + 1.5 NH4 + 1.6 HS20

7
-

+ 0.4 HS04 - + 0;3 H2S20
7 

+ 0.1 S + 0·5 S6N20SH+ 

This equation takes into account the results of the Kjeldahl analysis, 

(sulfamic acid), and average of the nmr results (a rrmonium ion), the 
n 

cryoscopy determinations (total species in solut ::iDn) as well as the shape 

of the cryoscopic titration curve. However, there is no real signifi-

cance to the consititution of this last species. 

If ion pairing is allowed between the unknown species in solut ion 

and HS04 and HS20
7 

the complexity increases ma rkedly. For every diffe..: 

II 
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rent ion-pairing constant attempted a different balanced equation would 

have to be written, each having no greater validity than the others. 

The fact that this reaction is so complex as well as somewhat irre-' 

proq.ucible makes a complete solution to this problem very difficult. It 

was originally hoped that via these numerous analyses·a consistent 

remairider from the materials balance could be obtained which would 

correla tewith the uv-visible spectrum. In this manner a definitive 

balanced equation could be written. 

This goal obviouSly has not been attained. The nature of the 

undetermined species with the enormous extinction coefficient mqy 

prove to be very interesting. It is stable in sulfuric acid for many 

months without decomposition. If its stability requires a sulfuric 

acid medium, then all reactions involving this species will have to be 

in that solut ion. 

In conclusion, it would seem that a prerequisite tocanpletely 

solving this reaction is the determination of the identity ,of this 

unknowl) species. Once that is achieved, then some reasonable ion pairing 

constants can be determined and the reaction can be balanced. Until then 

the number of variables remains too large to permit determination of the 

one. exa.ct solut ion. 

&' 
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The visible spectrum of NSCl is shewn on Fig. 11. The spectrum 

was taken at 60
0 

in a 2.05 cm quartz celL The wavelengths of the discer-

o 0 

nible maxima in the region 3750 A to 4900 A are given on Table IV. All 

wavelengths were calibrated with a mercury lamp source. The peaks tend 

to come in repeating groupings over the entire range, with recurrent split-

tings and intensity patterns. Using the previously determined vapor pressure 

of NSC129 the maximum extinction coefficient was calculated to be approxi-

mately 10. At 80
0 

several additional low intensity absorptions at higj.1er 
I 

wavelengths can be observed. However, they are accompanied by decorrposi tion 
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Fig. 1. Conductivity cell 
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Fig, 2. Ammonium sulfate conductivity calibration 
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Fig. 3. Cryoscopy apparatus 
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·Fig. 4. Melting point curve of sulfuric acid 
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Fig. 5. Electrolysis cell 
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Fig. 6. Cryoscopic titration: water added to O.15m S4N4 in H2S04c 
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Fig. 7. Cryoscopic titration: O.15m S4N4 in H2S04 
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Fig. 8. Cryoscopic titration: water added to 0.14m NaP03 in H2S04 
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Fig. 9. Upper: 2X10-3 ~ S4N4 in 100% H2S04, uv spectrum taken in 

0.013 cm cell, visible spectrum taken in 5.00 cm cell 

Lower: 4xlO-3 ~NaN02 in H2S04, uv spectrum (NO+) taken in 

0.050 cm cell in 71% H2S0 4, visible spectrum (HONO) taken in 

5.00 crn cell in 44% H2S04 
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